This short 4-page essay begins and ends with the same question: What is the focus of our reflections? Futures in plural, compared higher education, or the futures of higher education?

If we look into the first option, Futures in Plural, Keri Facer (2011) in Learning Futures, offers us an interesting metaphor to better imagine them. She proposes a chess match, in which both players, rather than anticipating the entire match from the beginning, they carefully concentrate on the three next moves. Similarly, the author warns us about the impossibility of “totalizing” scenarios or imposing a series of predictive-like colonizing arguments, which enclose or limit the future measured with clocks (clock time) instead of imagining futures in terms of “human encounter time”. From her perspective, a philosophy of time is required. Another significant contribution regarding the new ways of learning futures is the use of “occasional and plural thoughts” in the presence of radically unknown, unpredictable, and uncertain scenarios, although, at the same time, they lead us towards an “educated optimism” that arises from knowledge building and the agencies that enable knowing to act and act knowing.

We have also consulted a relevant work of the concomitant UNESCO for the particular purposes of this essay, edited by Riel Miller (2018), who uses the concept of “Futures Literacy” so as to understand the systems and anticipatory processes, recognized in the innovative Anticipation Discipline. The book explores:

- New themes (Futures Literacy and the Anticipation Discipline),
- the outcomes of researches collected from over 30 futures literacy laboratories and 14 case studies, and
- analyzes the historical opportunity provided today to discover significant novelties that contribute to the decision-making process of mankind.

In this direction, we believe it is necessary to explain the meaning of some of the concepts to be used as assessment tools. Miller defines Futures Literacy (FL) as an acquired skill or ability. Therefore, it is assumed that a futures literate has acquired the skills required to decide why and how to use their imagination to recreate the inexistent future in the present time. These anticipation activities play an important role in the perception and actions of individuals: “Developing this prospective-usage ability requires an analytical framework that allows clarifying the nature of the different anticipatory systems and provides guidance in the research on futures literacies, their acquisition, and skills” (Miller, 2018:6). The most relevant contribution of this book with
regard to the use of the “prospective” [ability] is the provision of two theoretical-methodological elements about the future of higher education. On the one hand, the Anticipation Discipline, which is incorporated into the new study plans with a view to the development of new abilities focused on “the imagination”. On the other hand, the experience of the 14 cases, in which the visualizations of the future prepared by scholars and educational communities, may influence over the transformation possibilities of institutions in the present.

Arjun Appadurai (2016) in *The Future as Cultural Fact: Essays on the Global Condition*, adopts the term "politics of hope" and lays the foundations for a revitalized and urgent anthropology of the future. The configuration of such anthropology,

"requires a broad debate on the best ways to design humanity in what could be its last chapter in the mysterious history of nature as a whole. In this sense, the anthropology of the future and the future of anthropology might well provide one another with the best critical energy."

With respect to focusing our reflection on compared higher education, we hold the thesis that in order to reach its comprehension and futurible anticipation (diverse and heterogeneous futures) it is essential to start from the academic tradition that gave rise to it – whether European / North American / Latin American - (Mollis, 1994, 2019a). Although the binary system dominates the global scenario as to the differentiation and diversification of higher education systems (i.e., the university segment intended for the academic/professional/scientific formation on the one hand, and on the other hand, the tertiary segment, which deals with the formation for the productive work, for the services sector, or teaching), the futures for both circuits can evolve into non-differentiated articulation and integration formats, or simply further such differences.

The recent world trends towards the expansion of the student population of higher educational levels (Marginson, 2018, 2016b, Mollis, 2019b, Brunner, 2015) bring together currently debated topics in light of the apparent emerging contradictions between the greater student demand – and the job market – for study certifications (dominant credentialism) and the decrease of students in high complexity programs or academic quality together with dropping out or early desertions from educational programs (WISE 2016). The uncertain futures of employment anticipate a selectivity based on credentials. However, the pandemic and post-pandemic scenarios pose a challenge to credentialism and open up opportunities for the development of a scarce, recycled or highly technologized workforce – with an expert command of information technologies – from the action or practice of work. For example, in early XXth century Argentina, the aspiration of the immigrant middle class referred to “my son, the Doctor” as the representation of the expectations of upward social mobility derived from a university diploma of any liberal profession (Lawyer, Physician, Engineer, Accountant), and is currently displaced by “my son, the Programmer” (Computer Sciences). In XXth century Latin America, credentials (mostly from universities) opened the path towards social mobility. What is the future of tertiary credentials and university diplomas in light
of the accelerated productive changes and technological domination within more unequal social contexts worldwide?

This question gives way to the enumeration of some antagonisms of the present day that challenge the future: democratization and desertion / massiveness and elitism / massive tertiary education – MOOCS – and elite universities / formation for employment at educational institutions with out-of-date contents, and training on the job: high employability contents / higher education institutions as agents of political/social/economic transformation and higher education institutions as generally devaluated spaces.

As for the third option, *futures for higher education*, we are inspired by the results of the research group that has been working collaboratively since the year 2012 on a great project sponsored by the Arts & Humanities of Research Council Leadership Fellow (2012-2015) in the United Kingdom, titled *Connected Communities Programme*, and coordinated by Keri Facer (Bristol University, UK) & Bryony Enright (University of East Anglia, UK). Among the proposed objectives is to unveil the impact of the collaborative research methodology, which allows creating new spaces of freedom in order for scholars, civil society organizations, and others to reflect on and transform their surroundings. The scholars involved are working in over 50 projects and are in charge of studying the relationships between precariousness/poverty and the production of knowledge. Keri Facer (2011, 2016a, 2016b) in particular, analyzes the cultural politics of the collaborative methodology and the implications for the future of universities. The pedagogical experiences in laboratories give an account of new ways of relationships between universities and the community (minority groups, particular groups, singular groups, e.g., geriatric groups) characterized by:

- Reciprocal reflexivity
- experiences/experimentation
- problem management and administration
- interdisciplinarity

From a political and pedagogical perspective, the narrative of the future is naturalized in the university mission to improve/perfect/complete the individual who educates himself/herself beyond the formation process. Facer explains that “*a certain futurity* is integrated in the core of the educational process, and at the same time our desires and fears for that future remain latent in the increasingly urgent pursuit of pedagogical alternatives.”

This brief anticipatory exercise presents us an intellectual challenge and derives from our academic responsibility. It in turn requires the commitment to recognizing the present time, the global post-pandemic, and its impact on world capitalism as a sense-making context:

“The first lesson from the coronavirus is also the most overwhelming: it is completely possible, in a matter of weeks, to suspend, across the entire world and at the same time, an economic system that, until now, we were told it was
impossible to slow down or redirect. Facing all of the arguments of ecologists with regard to the need to change our ways of life, they were always opposed by the argument of the irreversible force of the progress train, which by no means could ever derail because of – as was said – globalization. Now, it is precisely its global nature what makes it so fragile, susceptible to slowing down and stopping abruptly.” (Lautor, 2020)

We have undertaken to think about the coming futures of higher education, without falling for the fallacies that diagnose the failures of modern higher education systems from the unfulfilled promises of national states, with their linear beliefs in development and progress, underestimating the cultural heterogeneities and social inequalities inherited from local and global preexistent domination forms.

For what we have said up to here, we have recovered below a set of concepts, which emerge from the literature and our reflections about the futures and higher education:

| Futures in plural, educational communities that build knowledge collaboratively with experts and scholars, social cultures and cultural societies, emotion management for the action and emotional actions as a source of knowledge and reflection, social education, global pandemic crisis and capitalist crisis, politics of hope, history/ present continuous and futures, universities as anticipation institutions, technological utopias/ virtuality and presence, imaginative reconfigurations, alternative paradigms, anticipatory games, pedagogies of encounter |
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